Job Title:

Business Analyst

City:
State:

Iselin
New Jersey

JOB DESCRIPTION:
Work as part of a team for the implementation of proprietary SOA (Service Oriented
Architecture) Life & Annuity Insurance components; Implementation includes, but is not
limited to, enhancements, integrations, conversions, and/or special project(s);Gather
artifacts to analyze customer's business goals, objectives, needs and processes in its'
existing and future state business environment; Analyze customers' business
requirements and technology objectives; Configure specific Life & Annuity SOA
components utilizing company's proprietary 8x toolset to meet, or exceed, customer
requirements; Assist in test and/or de-bugging efforts within all phases of customer
implementation; Provide design guidance to development team based on user
experience gained through initial requirements gathering documents and/or JAD
sessions; Perform work on projects or specific components within a larger project,
perform basic requirements gathering, documentation, design work, and/or testing; Act
as primary liaison organizing meetings between company's internal team and clients or
customers;
Document action items resulting from customer meetings and distribute to all team
members (both company and client) to ensure timely completion of all tasks and
assignments; Prepare and distribute daily metrics related to project performance
reconciling variances against project plan; Work as part of the project team to perform:
Problem Analysis, Requirements Analysis, Logical Design, and Decision Analysis;
Design, create, and configure complex rules engines or decision platforms utilizing
company's proprietary toolset; Perform Quality Assurance Testing including: a. Testing
reusable components for release; b. Developing and providing use cases; c. Defining
test criteria and executing testing; d. Browser testing to ensure consistency and data
integration; e. Data migration testing; and f. Testing on complex actuarial calculations;
Provide consulting services to customer around the customer's testing efforts; Leverage
graphic experience to enhance artifacts for the company and customers; Create reports
using SQL and VBA extracted from databases; Develop UI tests in JAVA utilizing
Selenium framework; Provide technical input for Code Reviews held by development
team; Perform Quality Assurance Testing on web applications; and Debug web
application issues and report issues accurately to development team for resolution.

EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE REQUIREMENT: Requires a Master’s degree in
Computer Science, Computer Information Systems, Engineering or Related Field and 6
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months of experience in job offered or 6 months of experience in the Related
Occupation. Experience can be pre or post degree.

RELATED OCCUPATION:
Computer Technician or any other job title performing the following job duties: Gathering
artifacts to analyze the customer's business goals, objectives, needs and processes in
its' existing and future state business environment; Assisting in test and/or de-bugging
efforts within all phases of customer implementation; Providing design guidance to
development team based on user experience gained through initial requirements
gathering documents and/or JAD sessions; Performing work on projects or specific
components within a larger project, performing basic requirements gathering,
documentation, design work, and/or testing; Acting as primary liaison organizing
meetings between company's internal team and clients or customers; Documenting
action items resulting from customer meetings and distributing to all team members
(both company and client) to ensure timely completion of all tasks and assignments;
Working as part of the project team to perform: Problem Analysis, Requirements
Analysis, Logical Design, and Decision Analysis; Performing Quality Assurance Testing
including: a. Developing and providing use cases; b. Defining test criteria and executing
testing; c.Browser testing to ensure consistency and data integration; Providing
consulting services to customer around the customer's testing efforts; Leveraging
graphic experience to enhance artifacts for the company and customers; Performing
Quality Assurance Testing on web applications; and
Debugging web application issues and reporting issues accurately to development team
for resolution.
JOB TIME:

Full Time

Please send your resume in confidence to karguedas@fasttechnology.com
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